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Foreword   
 

In November 2002, the European Union launched a strategy for improving co-operation in vocational 
education and training (VET), commonly referred to as the “Copenhagen process”. Together with 
members of the European Union, candidate countries and potential candidates for EU membership – 
Turkey, Macedonia, Serbia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina – were involved in this process through 
the European Training Foundation. 

Eight years later, whilst endeavouring to recover from the consequences of a serious economic and 
�nancial crisis leading to a high unemployment rate that resulted in the loss of 2.4 million jobs 
especially among young people, the “Bruges Communiqué” was adopted at a meeting of European 
Ministers of Vocational Education and Training, European social partners and the European Commission 
in December 2010, where the strategic approaches and priorities of the Copenhagen Process for the 
period 2011-2020 were rede�ned on the strengthening of the European Co-operation in Vocational 
Education. 

The crisis from the beginning of this decade has strongly emphasized a need for a transformation of the 
European economy and society. In order to become smarter, more sustainable and inclusive, 
tomorrow’s Europe needs a �exible, high-quality educ ational and training system that will help people 
acquire the skills which will enable them to understand and innovate in the workplace of tomorrow. 

The Bruges Communiqué de�ned a global vision for vocational education and training where, by 2020, 
the European VET system should be more attractive, relevant, career-oriented, innovative and more 
�exible than it was in 2010. In addition, it should contribute to excellence and equality in lifelong 
learning through the provision of an attractive and inclusive VET with highly quali�ed teachers and 
trainers, innovative learning methods, high-quality infrastructure and facilities, high relevance for the 
labour market and programs to further education and training; high quality initial VET (I-VET); easily 
accessible and career-oriented continuous VET (C-VET), a �exible VET system based on an approach to 
learning outcomes that enables the validation of non-formal and informal learning; provision of the 
European education and training area; sustainable growth of opportunities for transnational mobility of 
VET students and professionals; as well as easily accessible and high-quality lifelong information, 
guidelines and advisory services. 

Numerous examples show that work-based learning helps equip young people with skills that enhance 
their employability and facilitate the transition from school to work. In Germany, which is recognized for 
its high-quality dual education system, the unemployment rate for persons aged 15-24 years was 6.7 
percent in December 2016 compared to 17.3 percent across the EU Member States and up to 50 
percent in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where there are very weak links between the world of education 
and the world of work. 

This training toolkit aims to support the establishment of a high-quality tutoring system that can 
implement apprenticeship systems in various regions across Europe, based on experiences in the 
Erasmus+ project, which aimed at sharing experiences between the regions in Germany, Italy, and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina regarding the development of work-based learning models. 
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Introduction 
 

The SMEB Training Toolkit was created within the Erasmus+ supported project “Support for Small- 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises Engaging in Apprenticeships: Getting SMEs on Board,”  which aims 
to support small- and medium-sized enterprises in more active involvement in the process of 
organizing work-based learning, as well as to contribute to the reduction of youth unemployment by 
improving the supply and quality of work-based learning and apprenticeships. 

The project was implemented in three countries: Italy, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Germany. In each 
country, activities were implemented in speci�c locally-targeted regions. In Italy; the region of Tuscany, 
in Germany; the Nuremberg Metropolitan area, and in Bosnia and Herzegovina; the regions of Prijedor 
(Republic of Srpska) and the Bosnian-podrinje canton Gorazde (Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina). 

Although the local regions involved in each project have signi�cant economic and demographic 
differences, they are nevertheless economically dynamic areas with large number of SMEs and with 
above-average economic performances by comparison to national averages. At the same time, the level 
of development of the work-based learning system in Italy and especially in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
was signi�cantly low. This provided an ideal opportunity to exchange experiences and to see the 
progress made in improving VET systems according to the goals agreed upon at a European Union 
level. 

Throughout this project, the exchange of experiences among the three countries has generated great 
potential for mutual learning. In Italy, the reform introduced in 2015 made work-based learning 
experiences compulsory for all secondary school students (Law no. 107/2015). Bosnia and Herzegovina 
has witnessed ongoing discussions about how to foster SMEs and VET providers, whilst Germany leads 
in this �eld in Europe. During the implementation of the project, useful information was obtained from 
project partners who were strongly interested in strengthening the skills of the workforce – such as SME 
associations, chambers of commerce, public employment services, educational authorities and schools. 

During the project implementation, more than 1500 SMEs, 300 vocational schools, and 270 tutors from 
schools and companies were involved in exchanging knowledge and experiences. They exchanged 
knowledge on opportunities for developing apprenticeships and provided suggestions on how to 
improve work-based learning experiences and on how to make apprenticeships more attractive for 
young people.  

Toolkit Structure and Methodology  

 

The SMEB Training Toolkit is an important tool for supporting schools, SMEs and intermediary 
organisations in the implementation of quali�ed opportunities for apprenticeships, with the co-
operation of all involved parties. Indeed, in order to create an environment conducive to increasing the 
quantity and improving the quality of the apprenticeships in the SMEs, it is essential to enable the 
target groups to design an inclusive apprenticeship project for the students, taking into consideration 
the required competences of the hosting SMEs. To this aim, the project provided a speci�c toolkit, 
followed by a speci�c training addressed to representatives of VETs, SMEs and intermediary 
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organisations who played speci�c roles in the apprenticeship process. Those are the key people in this 
process; enabling them to play their roles properly will increase the success of the apprenticeship both 
in terms of quantity and also in terms of quality. At the end of the training, they will to be able to easily 
communicate, design and come to agreement on speci�c apprenticeship projects, and furthermore to 
accompany, monitor and evaluate the apprenticeships as they are carried out. This aspect is extremely 
important for the SMEs, which currently do not have the competences and the resources to take 
advantage of apprenticeships. The result is a loss of opportunity both for the SMEs and for the youth.      

The SMEB Training Toolkit has been developed according to the training activity implemented at a local 
level (Italy, Germany, and Bosnia Herzegovina) by partners. Through these training sessions, it was 
possible to better suit the contents of the training to the speci�c needs of the target groups (school, 
company and intermediate tutors), and to test a pilot version of the Training Toolkit. 

The SMEB training programme has been developed with the following structure, which has been 
adapted to the national context: 

1. Speci�c sessions for each target group at the national level (maximum 6 hours each): max. 3 
sessions for SME tutors, max. 3 sessions for school tutors, and max. 3 sessions for intermediate 
tutors; 

2. One common session at the national level for representatives of the three target groups – schools, 
SMEs, and intermediary organisations (6 hours); 

3. One common international session (16 hours across two days) held in Germany with national 
delegations representing target groups from partner countries. 

At the international level, the training has been conceived of as an exchange of experiences and good 
practices among stakeholders coming from the three different countries. It has also been shown to 
promote a positive impact at the local level in terms of policy or attitudes regarding apprenticeships 
and work-based learning in all countries. 

Training Needs and Contents 

 

The SMEB training contents have been de�ned according to the combination of three main factors: 

1. The results of the participatory workshops and focus groups carried out at a local level in Italy, 
Germany, and Bosnia and Herzegovina;  

2. Previous experiences of training curricula delivered by CEDIT with the same target groups; 
3. The speci�c context of each area of intervention, especially according to the meaning of 

apprenticeship. 
 

From the analysis of general results of the participatory workshops and focus groups carried out in 
national contexts, we have seen that among stakeholders, there exist training needs characterized by 
the following main aspects: 

Normative and administrative aspects, which include the knowledge of national legislation and 
administrative tasks, especially correlated to the topic of safety and health at work; 
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Communication and networking aspects, which include the reinforcement of communication 
skills aimed at developing networking relationships among SMEs, schools, and all other 
stakeholders involved. As it is useful for the execution of apprenticeships projects; 

Training/Teaching and evaluation aspects, which include the development of  
teaching/training methodologies useful for carrying out work-related learning projects, and the 
management of related teaching/training activities; skills development and evaluation, with 
particular attention paid to the development of employability skills, problem solving skills, sense of 
initiative, and digital skills; 

Project management aspects, which include project design methodologies and management, 
network management, long-distance project management, dissemination of results, and 
identi�cation of good practices and peculiarities in order to improve the sustainability of projects; 

These conclusions partially con�rm the training contents de�ned by CEDIT in 2015 with the same target 
groups in the territory of Tuscany.  

For each main topic; training needs, goals, objectives and learning outcomes have been de�ned in 
order to provide guidelines for trainers, so that they can easily adapt the training programme to the 
speci�c context. 
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SPECIFIC SESSION 

SPECIFIC SESSION: SME TUTORS 

Session 1 –  MAX 6 hours                 Normative and Administrative Topics 

NEEDS -> GOALS -> TRAINING OBJECTIVES -> LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Understanding 
normative and 
administrative 
aspects  

Systematic 
arrangement of 
apprenticeships 
through laws, 
regulations or other 
legal acts 

Knowledge of legislation

Knowledge of 
administrative tools and 
documents 

Organisation of human 
resources dedicated to 
work-based learning 
projects  

Knowledge of main tools of 
SME tutors for starting a 
work-based learning project 

Be able to put into action 
administrative full�llment 
according to the apprenticeship 
legislation 

Be able to put into action 
administrative full�llment 
according to the occupational 
safety and health guidleines within 
the context of a learning work-
based project  

Be able to use appropriate online 
tools  

Understanding 
SME opportunities 
and incentives 

Raise awareness of, 
and participation in, 
work-based learning 
and apprenticeship 
projects among 
SMEs  

Knowlegde of legal
incentives for carrying out 
work-based learning and 
apprenticeship projects 

Knowledge of tools and 
funding opportunities 
aimed at SMEs for work-
based learning and 
apprenticeship projects 

Be able to ask for a local, regional or 
national economic incentives 

Be able to apply for different 
funding opportunities 

Be able to use appropriate tools in 
order to apply for funds or 
facilitation  

Plan the 
implementation of 
work-based 
learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects, and 
manage contacts 
with schools 

Reinforce SME 
tutors' capacity to 
plan work-based 
learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects 

Knowledge of how to use 
the SMEB database 

Develop methods and time 
management skills to 
improve the SMEB database  

 

Be able to enter SME data into the 
SMEB database 

Be able to describe effectively a 
work-based learning offer 

Be able to search for a match in the 
SMEB database  

Be able to implement the SMEB 
database  
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Session 2 – MAX 6 hours                      Project Management and Evaluation  

Lack of 
coordination skills 
in companies 
where the 
apprenticeship is 
performed  

Improve and 
reinforce 
coordination skills of 
SME tutors in order 
to manage work-
based learning 
projects better and 
be able to engage 
young apprentices 

Develop time management 
skills  

Develop skills in order to 
work to achieve goals  

Develop team-building skills 

Develop communication 
and co-operation skills used 
in the development of joint 
projects 

 

Be able to organize and lead a 
group of apprentices  

Be able to effectively plan company 
capacity to host apprentices 

Be able to use the SMEB database in 
order to describe one's needs in 
terms of apprenticeship projects 

Be able to increase interest and 
motivation of young students 
hosted for work-based learning 
projects 

Lack of training 
skills for carrying 
out work-based 
learning projects 
and the 
management of 
related 
teaching/training 
activities 

Improve and 
reinforce training 
skills of SME tutors in 
order to manage 
work-based learning 
projects better 

Knowledge of main 
transversal, technical and 
key skills, with particular 
attention for the 
development of 
employability skills, problem 
solving, sense of initiative, 
and digital skills 
 
Develop training strategies 
to promote the skills of 
apprentices  
 
 
  

Be able to make a skills 
development plan for apprentices 
 
Be able to plan effective activities to 
develop the relevant skills  
 
 

Lack of speci�c 
evaluation skills 
within work-based 
learning projects  

Improve and 
reinforce evaluation 
skills of SME tutors in 
order to be able to 
evaluate skills 
developed by young 
apprentices properly 

Develop skill evaluation 
methodologies and 
strategies for work-based 
learning 
 
  

Be able to evaluate skills developed 
by apprentices 
 
Be able to use appropriate tools to 
evaluate work-based skills 

Difficulty in 
developing work-
based learning 
projects for 
students with 
special needs  

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  tutors in 
hosting and 
developing work-
based learning 
projects for students 
with special needs 

Knowledge of basic 
legislation regarding SMEs 
hosting students with 
special needs 

Learn from good practices 

Develop methods and 
strategies of work-based 
learning projects for 

Be able to give clear information to 
SME tutors and employees who are 
available to host apprentices with 
special needs 

Be able to design effective work-
based learning projects for 
apprentices with special needs 

Be able to involve the familes, 
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apprentices with special 
needs 

schools and other relevent local 
organisations associated with 
students with special needs  

Difficulty in 
developing 
international 
work-based 
learning projects 

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  SME 
tutors in hosting 
work-based learning 
apprentices 

Knowledge of main 
European mobility 
opportunities for 
apprentices and SME staff 

Knowledge of main 
European platforms and 
networks for SMEs  

Plan and design 
international work-based 
learning projects – basic 
information 

Be able to �nd mobility 
opportunities for hosting 
international apprentices, and 
promote staff mobility  

Be able to initiate planning and 
designing international work-based 
learning projects 

Difficulty in 
involving students 
at risk of leaving 
school, and their 
families 

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  SME 
tutors in developing 
strategies to involve 
students at risk of 
leaving school, and 
their families 

Knowledge of good 
practices in involving 
students at risk of leaving 
schools 

Develop strategies and 
activities to involve students 

 

Be able to identify primary sources 
of motivation for young apprentices 
at risk of leaving school   

Be able to develop innovative and 
smart activities aimed at increasing 
the motivation of students  
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SPECIFIC SESSION: SCHOOL TUTORS 

Session 1 – MAX 6 hours                       Normative and Administrative Topics 

NEEDS -> GOAL -> TRAINING OBJECTIVES -
> 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Difficulty in 
managing 
normative and 
administrative 
full�lments 

Put into action a 
more systematic and 
clear arrangement 
of apprenticeship 
according to laws, 
regulations or other 
legal acts 

Knowledge of legislation, 
administrative tools and 
documents 

Knowledge of main 
administrative and 
normative aspects aimed 
at SME tutors in order to 
provide clear information. 

Use of practical and 
effective methods to 
manage administrative 
full�lments  

Be able to put into action 
administrative full�llment 
according to the apprenticeship 
legislation 

Be aware of occupational safety 
and health full�lments within a 
work-based learning project  

Be able to create tools and organize 
human resources in order to 
manage full�lments and tasks in an 
easier way 

Involve more SMEs 
in work-based 
learning projects  

Identify effective 
strategies and tools 
to raise awareness 
and participation of 
SMEs in work-based 
learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects 

 

Knowlegde of main 
funding opportunities and 
legal incentives for SMEs 
related to carrying out 
work-based learning and 
apprenticeship projects 

Develop innovative ways 
to inform and involve 
SMEs  

 

Be able to give clear and effective 
information to SMEs 

Be able to plan and  organize 
meetings with SMEs  

Be able to use appropriate tools in 
order to identify SMEs 

Implement an 
increasing number 
of work-based 
learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects  

Reinforce school 
tutor capacity to 
plan and describe 
work-based learning 
and apprenticeship 
projects 

Knowledge of how to use 
the SMEB database 

Develop methods and time 
management skills to 
improve the SMEB 
database  

 

Be able to enter school data into the 
SMEB database 

Be able to describe effectively a 
work-based learning proposal 

Be able to search for a match in the 
SMEB database  

Be able to implement the SMEB 
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database 

The existence of a 
distance between 
school programmes 
and labour market 
needs (skills 
mismatch) 

Increase the 
knowledge of 
teachers and tutors 
about the local SME 
system and labour 
market needs  

Knowledge of main 
aspects of the labour 
market and economy of 
the local context 

Knowledge of the main 
skill needs of SMEs 

 

Be able to better understand the 
regional context of the presence of 
SMEs  

Be able to identify proper local 
stakeholders  

Be able to identify new trends in skill 
demands 

The existence of a 
distance between 
school programmes 
and labour market 
needs (skills 
mismatch) 

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  teachers 
and tutors in 
adapting school and 
VET curriculum to 
the needs of the 
labor market 

Transfer good practices 
into their own context 

Interpretation of crucial 
data and studies on labour 
market needs 

Develop curricula or 
programme adaptation 
methods or strategies  

Be able to revise curricula according 
to labor market needs 

Be able to intrepret labour market 
information 

Be able to co-operate with SME 
stakeholders in order to update 
curricula  

Discrepancy 
between work-
based learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects and 
ordinary teaching 
programmes  

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  teachers 
and tutors in 
involving other 
teachers  

Identify management 
strategies to promote 
integration among work-
based learning projects 
and teaching curricula 

Identify teaching strategies 
to promote integration of 
skills developed by 
students during 
apprenticeship  

Be able to involve teachers not 
directly involved in developing 
work-based learning projects 

Be able to �nd solutions at the 
management and teaching levels 

Difficulty in 
developing work-
based learning 
projects for 
students with 
special needs  

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  teachers 
and tutors in 
developing work-
based learning 
projects for student 
with special needs 

Knowledge of basic 
legislation regarding SMEs 
hosting students with 
special needs 

Learn from good practices 

Develop methods and 
strategies of work-based 
learning projects for 
students with special 
needs 

Be able to give clear information to 
SMEs who are available to host 
students with special needs 

Be able to design effective work-
based learning projects for students 
with special needs 

Be able to involve the families of 
students with special needs 

Difficulty in 
developing 

Increase and 
reinforce the 

Knowledge of main 
European mobility 

Be able to �nd mobility 
opportunities for students and staff  
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international work-
based learning 
projects 

capacity of  schools 
and tutors in 
developing work-
based learning 
projects abroad 

opportunities for school 
students and staff 

Knowledge of main 
European platforms and 
networks for schools and 
VETs  

Plan and design 
international work-based 
learning projects – basic 
information 

Be able to �nd international 
partners 

Be able to initiate planning and 
designing international work-based 
learning projects 

Difficulty in 
involving students 
at risk of leaving 
school, and their 
families 

Increase and 
reinforce the 
capacity of  school 
tutors in developing 
strategies to involve 
students at risk of 
leaving school, and 
their families 

Knowledge of good 
practices in involving 
students at risk of leaving 
school 

Develop strategies and 
activities to involve 
students  

Develop strategies and 
activities to involve 
students' families  

Be able to identify the main sources 
of motivation of young people at 
risk of leaving school   

Be able to develop innovative and 
smart activities aimed at increasing 
the motivation of students  

Be able to plan and develop 
initiatives aimed at informing and 
involving students' families 
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SPECIFIC SESSION: INTERMEDIATE TUTORS 

Session 1 – MAX 6 hours                     Normative and Administrative Topics 

NEEDS -> GOALS -> TRAINING OBJECTIVES -> LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Lack of a complete 
understanding of 
normative and 
administrative 
full�llment 
aspects of 
different forms of 
work-based 
learning    

Update intermediate 
tutors on different 
forms of 
apprenticeship 
opportunities and 
the features thereof 

Knowledge of legislation of 
different forms of 
apprenticeship 
opportunities 

Understand the differences 
among various forms of 
work-based learning  

Knowledge of 
administrative tools and 
documents for schools and 
SMEs 

Knowledge of main tools 
aimed at SME and school 
tutors for starting a work-
based learning project 

Be able to put into action 
administrative full�llment 
according to the apprenticeship 
legislation 

Be able to put into action 
administrative full�llment 
according to the occupational 
safety and health regulations within 
a work-based learning project  

Be able to use appropriate online 
tools  

Lack of 
preparation in 
disseminating 
structured 
information to 
SMEs and schools 
about 
apprenticeship 
opportunities and 
funding 

Reinforce the skills of 
intermediate tutors 
to disseminate 
information and 
monitor 
opportunities for 
schools and SMEs  

Knowledge of main 
school/VET funding 
opportunities, and 
facilitation tools and 
services regarding carrying 
out work-based learning 
and apprenticeship projects 

Knowledge of; main SME 
opportunities, funding,  
facilitation tools, and 
services for carrying out 
work-based learning and 
apprenticeship projects 

Be able to ask for local, regional or 
national funding 

Be able to apply for different 
funding opportunities 

Be able to use appropriate tools in 
order to apply for funding or 
facilitation  

Session 2 – MAX 6 hours       Communication and Networking 

Need to promote 
networking 
among schools 
and SME 

Improve and 
reinforce 
communication and 
networking skills of 

Develop networking skills 

Develop public relations and 
network-building skills  

Be able to undestand and forsee 
speci�c needs of stakeholders 
(schools and SMEs) 
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stakeholders  intermediate tutors 
in order to facilitate 
relationships among 
schools and SMEs 
with the aim to 
develop work-based 
learning projects  

Develop networking 
strategies, methodologies 
and tools  

Develop communication 
facilitation skills in order to 
increase stakeholder 
awareness and involvement 
in joint projects 

Be able to organize networking 
events  

Be able to facilitate communication 
among stakeholders 

Be able to plan and manage joint 
meetings among schools and SMEs 

Be able to create and use materials 
and tools to facilitate 
communication and networking 
among stakeholders 

Be able to use the SMEB database in 
order to manage the matching of 
SMEs and schools  

Need for 
systematic 
support in order to 
match schools 
and SMEs  

Reinforce 
intermediate tutor 
capacity to match 
supply and demand 
of work-based 
learning and 
apprenticeship 
projects  

How to use the SMEB
database 

Develop methods and time 
management skills to 
improve the SMEB database, 
increasing the number of 
SMEs and schools 

 

Be able to manage and enter SME
data into the SMEB database 

Be able to manage and enter school 
data into the SMEB database 

Be able to search for a match in the 
SMEB database  

Be able to implement the SMEB 
database  

Lack of general 
communication 
and digital skills 
for the promotion 
of work-based 
learning projects 

Develop web 
communication 
strategies and 
digital skills in order 
to give visibility to 
joint projects and 
the disseminate 
results thereof 

Develop a communication 
strategy 

Develop web writing skills  

Increase the use of digital 
tools for promotion and 
dissemination   

Develop skills in 
documenting project 
evidence  

Be able to develop a 
communication strategy plan 

Be able to use the main digital and 
web tools to promote projects and 
disseminate results  

Be able to design innovative 
activities to facilitate 
communication between 
stakeholders 

Be able to create digital content  

Session 3 – MAX 6 hours              Project Management and Evaluation 

Lack of general 
learning project 
coordination skills  

Develop and 
reinforce project 
coordination skills of 
intermediate tutors 

Knowledge of the main 
project coordination 
techniques   
 
Knowledge of the main 

Be able to de�ne a project 
coordination and management 
plan  
 
Be able to use effective tools for the 
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in order for them be 
able to support 
stakeholders in 
managing joint 
work-based learning 
projects 

partnership management 
tools and strategies  
 
 
  

management of small and large
project partnerships  
 
 

Lack of general 
project design 
skills in order to 
support project 
innovation 
among schools 
and SMEs 

Develop and 
reinforce project 
design skills of 
intermediate tutors 
in order to be able to 
support 
stakeholders in 
developing 
innovative projects 
among schools and 
SMEs  

 
Knowledge of the main 
project designing 
techniques, tools and 
strategies  
 
Knowledge of the best and 
good practices at local, 
regional, national and 
international levels 
 
Knowledge of �nancial 
budget calculation 
 
  

Be able to de�ne a project idea  
 
Be able to transfer good practices 
into the local context  
 
Be able to identify budget and 
�nancial aspects 
 

 

COMMON SESSION 

NEEDS -> GOAL -> 
TRAINING OBJECTIVES -

> 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Problems in 
relations between 
SMEs and schools  

Promote effective 
dialogue and 
relations between 
SMEs and schools  

Development of 
communication skills, 
tools and strategies 

Networking skills and co-
operation in developing 
common projects 

Be able to use effective 
communication tools 

Be able to use effective 
communication approaches 

Be able to plan joint apprenticeship 
projects 

Lack of structured 
co-operation in the 
designing of 
apprenticeships 
and exchange of 
expertise 

Systematic 
planning and 
management of 
joint projects 

Development of practical 
project design skills 

Development of co-
operative learning skills in 
the development of joint 
projects 

Be able to identify basic contents of 
apprenticeships or work-based 
learning projects  

Be able to plan and design a joint 
project working in small groups 
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Speci�c Training Needs in Italy  

 

Most of the main problems facing Italy regarding work-based learning include, not only the lack of 
communication between schools and the Ministry of Education, but also communication between 
schools and the enterprise world. Compulsory apprenticeship is a new project for a lot for schools (in 
particular licei) and many things are still unclear (for example, bureaucracy, safety topics, how to involve 
students with special needs). Another problem is the role of the tutor: SME tutors are not available for 
the evaluation of students. Many teachers are not interested in the project – they do not want to 
become a tutor, and the enterprises in Tuscany are not enough to provide apprenticeships to all 
students. Some possible solutions could be to create training about school-work alternation projects, 
reducing the number of students for each teacher, creating a pro�le for each student in order to place 
them in a speci�c enterprise. Summer work should also be validated (for example, working as a waiter 
for one or two months), even though most students do not want to work during the summer. Promote 
more inclusion for students with special needs and give more tax incentives to enterprises. 

In general, it was clear that the representatives of SMEs from various regions and productive sectors, 
even though they had experience with the compulsory apprenticeship programs, felt it necessary to 
have more information and required greater insights into the subject. In fact, it is clear that there was a 
critical lack of unambiguous information, clarity, and transparency at least as perceived by companies, 
which often �nd it difficult to understand the actual difference between compulsory apprenticeship 
and general internships. This seems to be sign of a lack of communication and relationship with 
schools. Because of the extensive difficulty in searching for a sufficient number of businesses to act as 
host structures for the number of students involved, and the amount of extra didactic work needed, not 
enough time is dedicated to involving and informing the enterprises that have been contacted. Schools 
recognize the same problem about a lack of communication; in some cases, the school did not even 
receive much communication from the ministry, thus affirming the great difficulty to involve SMEs. 
Even though in Tuscany there are primarily small- and middle-sized enterprises, it is still not easy to �nd 
opportunities for all students. Furthermore, school-work alternation is a programme in which students 
are challenged to develop skills that cannot be learned in the classroom. 
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CHAPTER 1 – CONTEXT AND NEEDS ANALYSIS 

Apprenticeship in Europe  

    

Apprenticeship schemes are viewed as effective tools that: 

· facilitate access into the labour market 
· contribute to the enhancement of the quality of education and training programmes 
· are more effective compared to exclusively school-based education at the same level of training 
· facilitate the transition for young people going into the labour market  
· have the capacity to be more responsive to changing skill demands than institution-based VET 

 
Considering these advantages and positive outcomes, apprenticeship-type schemes in the European 
Union appear to be a desirable target, particularly in those countries that lack a well-established 
tradition on this topic and where the apprenticeship systems are weaker and less developed. 

Nonetheless, the national systems of vocational education and training are very diverse among EU 
Member States and even within countries themselves, but in any case, most EU Member States have 
extensive vocational programmes at the upper secondary level. In some countries with a longstanding 
tradition in apprenticeship, these schemes are speci�cally referred to as the “dual system” (e.g. in 
Germany), although it is a clear trend that many EU Member States are following it as a model. 

Consequently, there is not a single and commonly accepted de�nition of apprenticeship.  

Cedefop, the European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training  de�nes apprenticeship 
as:  

“Systematic, long-term training, alternating periods at the workplace and in an educational institution or 
training centre. The apprentice is contractually linked to the employer and receives remuneration (wages or 
allowance). The employer assumes responsibility for providing the trainee with training leading to a speci�c 
occupation”. 

Nonetheless, there exists a general de�nition with a more open approach (Eurostat, 2010): 
“Apprenticeships aim at completing a given education and training programme within the formal education 
system. Learning time alternates between periods of practical training at the workplace (inside or outside the 
employer premises) and general/theoretical education in an educational institution or training centre (on a 
weekly, monthly or yearly basis)”. 

This de�nition is considered more open than the one given by Cedefop, in the sense that the 
requirement of a contract between the company and the apprentice is less strict and can be substituted 
by a “formal agreement” via the training centre to which the student belongs.  

Considering the absence of a single and clear-cut de�nition of apprenticeship across Europe, the SMEB 
project and in this training toolkit we will refer to the open de�nition of apprenticeship, de�ned as 
those forms of Initial Vocational Education and Training (IVET), one of the main forms of work-based 
learning (WBL) directly linked to the goal of helping learners acquire the knowledge, skills, and 
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competences which are relevant to the labour market, which involve young students and formally 
combine and alternate school-based education and company-based training (periods of practical work 
experience at a workplace). 

Apprenticeship in Italy 

 

School-work alternation is an innovative teaching methodology that enhances the training aspect of 
learning in a working environment. Even if the concept of internship is not new for the Italian school 
system, school-work alternation was made compulsory only in 2015. 

Apprenticeship in Italy is quite common inside high schools and universities, however in this toolkit we 
will analyze the compulsory apprenticeship introduced in every secondary school in 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actors of the School-Work Dual System 

School-work alternation was considered one of the great revolutions introduced by the reform “ La Buona 
Scuola” (“The Good School”); it is compulsory for all students during the last 3 years of upper secondary 
school. This cultural change is aimed to build a dual system that incorporates the best European practices. 
It now applies to all kinds of secondary schools, while before 2015 it applied to only professional and 
vocational schools.  
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Principal Characteristics: 

· Duration: at least 200 hours (for the so-called licei in Italy) – 400 hours (for technical and 
professional schools).  

· Period of activity: during normal school times of the academic year and/or at varying times 
(e.g. in the afternoons, during summer, etc.) 

· Required frequency: at least three-quarters of the total number of hours provided for in the 
training project. 
 

If the work experience takes place during the school year, the hours also contribute to the calculation of 
the minimum required school lesson attendance; if the work experience takes place during summer 
holidays (when there is no school); the hours are only relevant to the requirements of the school-work 
alternation project. 
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CHAPTER 2 – APPRENTICESHIP TUTORING SYSTEM 
 

As far as the professional �gures involved in the school-work alternation project are concerned, the 
internal tutor/teacher and the external training tutor are fundamental. Supported in many schools by a 
teacher playing an instrumental role in the alternation project and/or by a contact person for the project 
serving as a point of connection between internal and external operators to coordinate the activities 
planned by each individual project.  

The Role of the School Tutor   

 

The internal tutor, designated by the educational institution1 and having solicited it, possesses 
veri�able and traceable quali�cations, and performs the following functions: 

a) s/he develops, together with the external tutor, the personalised training plan that will be signed by 
the involved parties (school, host structure, student/subjects exercising parental authority); 

b) s/he supports and guides the student during the alternation programme and veri�es, in 
collaboration with the external tutor, her/his correct development;  

c) s/he manages the relationships with the context in which the school-work alternation experience 
takes place, working in collaboration with the external tutor; 

d) s/he monitors the activities performed and deals with any critical issues that may arise from them; 
e) s/he evaluates and enhances the objectives achieved and the skills progressively developed by the 

student; 
f ) s/he informs the scholastic bodies (Headmaster, Departments, Teaching Council, Scienti�c 

Technical Committee/Scienti�c Committee) and updates the Class Council on the progress of the 
training project, also for the purpose of any realignment of the class; 

g) s/he assists the Headmaster in drafting an evaluation form based on the criteria with which the 
agreements for the alternation projects have been signed, highlighting their training potential and 
any difficulties encountered during the collaboration. 
 

The Role of the SME Tutor   

 

The external tutor, selected by the host structure, represents the point of contact for the student within 
the company or institution and performs the following tasks: 

a) s/he co-operates with the internal tutor in planning, organizing, and evaluating the experience of 
alternation; 

b) s/he favours the insertion of the student in the operative context, supporting him/her and assisting 
him/her during the whole training period; 

                                                            
1  They are institutions providing general, vocational or technical education, on any level from pre-school to upper 
secondary education. 
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c) s/he guarantees that the student/s is/are well informed/trained on the speci�c company risks, in 
compliance with the internal procedures; 

d) s/he plans and organizes the tasks based on the training project, also coordinating with the other 
professional �gures of the host structure; 

e) s/he involves the student in the process of evaluating this experience; 
f ) s/he provides the school institution with the agreed-upon elements to evaluate the student's 

activities and the effectiveness of the training process. 

The Role of the Intermediate Tutor  

 

The intermediate tutor2, designated by an intermediary organisation which is among those tasked with 
sensitizing the assisted companies on the work-based learning projects and setting up the 
development of school-work alternation projects, performs the following functions: 

g) s/he identi�es the companies interested in a hosting experience; 
h) s/he supports companies to ensure correct information on the potential risks involved in the work-

based learning projects; 
i) s/he identi�es the schools in order to promote co-designing a project; 
j) s/he contacts school tutors and puts them in contact with company tutors; 
k) s/he participates in speci�c local coordination meetings, and other important opportunities for 

comparison and connection between schools, businesses and local institutions; 
l) s/he can join the Technical and Scienti�c Committees of technical and professional institutes and of 

high schools; 
m) s/he can contribute to the organisation of the preliminary phase of work-based learning projects, 

such as orientation activities and presentation of the employment world within the schools; 
n) s/he organizes meetings between teachers and companies for the promotion of work-based 

projects;  
o) s/he carries out networking activities between SMEs, schools and families. 

 

                                                            
2  For intermediate tutors we refer to members of intermediary organisations such as chambers of commerce, 
employers’ organisations, sectorial federations,  private VETs, and public employment services. 
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CHAPTER 3 – NORMATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS AND 
SAFETY 

Normative Aspects  

 

The �rst normative answer to the need for a more effective quali�cation and a renewal of training, 
comes respectively from the world of work and school was offered in article 18 “Training 
Apprenticeship and Orientation Service” of Law no. 196 of the date 24 June 1997. Which sets forth “to 
create periods of alternation between study and work and to facilitate professional choices through direct 
knowledge of the world of work, through initiatives of practical training and internships in favour of parties 
who have already completed compulsory education...”.  The implementation of these initiatives is 
entrusted to public institutions, public participation, and to private non-pro�t institutions; among them, 
“regional employment agencies and peripheral offices of the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, 
universities, education offices, state educational institutions, and non-state educational institutions that 
issue quali�cations with legal value, as well as public centres for training and/or vocational 
guidance…” 3.  

The subsequent regulatory step took place with the approval of article 4 of Law no. 53/2003. This grants 
young people “the possibility to complete the courses of the last three years of upper secondary school by 
being involved in a school-work alternation project as a way to carry out the training course. Which would be 
planned, implemented, and evaluated by the educational and training institution in collaboration with 
companies, with their respective associations of representation and with the Chambers of Commerce, 
Industry, Craft and Agriculture, guaranteeing young people, in addition to basic knowledge, the acquisition 
of skills that can be used in the labour market”.  

This choice is regulated by Legislative Decree no. 77 of 15 April 2005.  In the decree mentioned above, 
article 1 recon�rms that alternation can be carried out both “ in the high school system and in education 
and vocational training systems to guarantee young people, in addition to basic knowledge, the acquisition 
of skills that can be used in the labour market. Students who have already turned 15, without jeopardising 
the possibility to complete their right-duty with the apprenticeship contract pursuant to article 48 of 
Legislative Decree no. 276 of 10 September 2003, may submit their request to perform, with the 
aforementioned methods and within the limits of the resources referred to in article 9, paragraph 1, the entire 
training from 15 to 18 years of age or part of it through the alternation of periods of study and of work, under 
the responsibility of the scholastic or formative institution”; in article 4 it is also stated that “The periods of 
learning through work experience are an integral part of the personalised training courses aimed at creating 
the educational, cultural and professional pro�le of the course of study and at ful�lling the general and 
speci�c learning objectives established at the national and regional level”. 

With the rise of age for compulsory education (Law no. 296/2006) and the subsequent implementing 
decrees (Ministerial Decree no. 139 of 22 August 2007); the alternation system ceases to be a collateral 
factor of the ordinary teaching system, turning into a stimulating element for innovation. In a certain 

                                                            
3  The applicative norms of article 18 of law 196/97 are contained in Ministerial Decree no.142 of 1998, which 
de�nes the operative modalities and the constraints that the school-work alternation project must respect. 
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sense, the regulation of compulsory education creates the real conditions for the method of alternation 
to be a widespread practice and to gain recognition within the educational system. 

A more speci�c rule regarding school-work alternation is Legislative Decree no. 81 of 9 April 2008, 
concerning safety in the workplace. In article 2, a “worker” – for health control purposes included in the 

current legislation – is de�ned as “any person who, regardle ss of the type of contract, performs a 
working task inside a workplace with a public or private employer, with or without salary, even for the 
sole purpose of learning a job, an art or a profession...”, explicitly equating the worker so de�ned to “the 
bene�ciary of the initiatives of training and vocational guidance internships as described in article 18 of 
Law no. 196 of 24 June 1997, and as referred to in speci�c provisions of regional laws promoted in order 
to realise periods of alternation between study and work or to facilitate professional choices through 
direct knowledge of the world of work”.     

School-work alternation projects are then referred to and enhanced by the Presidential Decree of 15 
March 2010, in articles 87, 88 and 894, as a systematic method to be introduced in curricular teaching 
and adjusted according to the varying speci�c courses, reiterating some indications contained in the 
aforementioned legislation5. 

But it is only recently that the educational collaboration between schools and the world of work has 
recorded important developments, placing our country in line with the European guidelines on training 
and education6. 

First of all, this was achieved thanks to Law no. 107 of 13 July 2015, which in article 1 7 considers school-
work alternation as a real system within each speci�c course. This includes through compulsory 
programmes of alternation in the second two-year period and in the last year of upper secondary 
school, with a varying total duration according to the type of school. Also, at least 400 hours in technical 
and professional institutions and at least 200 hours in high schools (the so-called licei in Italy), to be 
included in the three-year plan of the educational offer.  

Secondly, this is happening with the changes introduced by Legislative Decree no. 81 of 15 June 2015, 
which implements the Jobs Act. These changes enhance apprenticeship aimed at acquiring a diploma 
of upper secondary education8. 

The “Charter of the Rights and Responsibilities of Students in School-Work Alternation” ( Carta dei diritti e 
dei doveri delle studentesse e degli studenti in alternanza scuola-lavoro – Decree no. 195 of 3 November 
2017), a regulation composed of 7 articles explaining the rights and duties of students during the 
activities of school-work alternation in the last three years of secondary school, strengthens even more 
the collaboration among the parties involved. This includes the school, employment world, students, 
and families.  

                                                            
4 Regulations for the reorganisation of high schools (licei), technical institutes and professional institutes issued by 
the President of the Republic. 
5 Law no. 53/2003, Legislative Decree no. 77/2005. 
6 EUROPE 2020 A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. Education and Training, 2020 (ET 2020). 
7 Law no. 107/2015, art. 1, sections 33/43. 
8 Legislative Decree no. 81 of 15 June 2015, articles 41 and following. 
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Administrative Aspects  

 

Before starting the experience, schools and enterprises should plan the school-work alternation project: 

· Identifying speci�c training needs. 
· Stipulation of agreements between the relevant parties. 
· The school identi�es the parties in which to start a collaboration by means of:  

- the “National Register for School-Work Alternation” ( Registro nazionale per l'alternanza 
scuola-lavoro) established at CCIAA;  

- Nonbinding agreements stipulated by MIUR (Ministry of Education, University and 
Research) and/or USR (Regional School Office); 

- Sectorial agreements (e.g., with Con�ndustria, professional associations, etc.); 
- Network agreements among schools, institutions, companies; 
- Programme agreements (agreements between local authorities and public administrations 

to coordinate interventions).         
 

It is fundamental to plan, but above all to plan according to one's own competences. 

Therefore, the planning of school-work alternation projects must consider both the curricular 
dimension and the experiential dimension, as carried out in working contexts. The two dimensions 
must be integrated into a single path aimed at developing the skills required by the educational, 
cultural and professional pro�le of the course of study and employable in the world of work. (MIUR, 
Guida operativa per la scuola, 2015, chapter 4, page 43). 

 

Requirements for the Organisation of the Alternation System 

Reconnaissance of the Training Needs of the Region 

 

Planning an alternation project presupposes the de�nition of the training needs, based on the 
knowledge of the region and the current state of the labour market, not only founded on direct 
experiences, but also on the analysis of a wide range of data and information made available thanks to 
research and surveys conducted by subjects placed outside school (Excelsior survey by Unioncamere, 
ISTAT  statistics, ISFOL studies, Almalaurea, Almadiploma, employment services, other observers of the 
chamber system, of local authorities and social partners, etc.). 

The participation of schools, for the moment technical and professional institutions, into technical 
professional centres (organisational modality of sharing public and private resources available at the 
local level), whose constitution is programmed by the regions with reference to the characteristics of 
the production system of the territory, facilitates the reconnaissance of the training needs. 
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Drafting of Agreements under Different Conditions 

 

The school identi�es the conditions under which to start collaborations, which take the form of 
operational and speci�c agreements, also resorting to broader agreements, such as nonbinding 
agreements - drafted by MIUR and/or USR, sector agreements (e.g., with Con�ndustria, etc), network 
agreements between schools, programme agreements (or programmatic agreements), aimed at 
establishing organic connections between production chains and educational actions carried out by 
schools. 

The agreements signed between the school and the external parties must take two elements into 
account: the student’s vocation and the indications of the labour market.  

In order to facilitate the identi�cation of partners, the present legislation provides for the establishment 
,at the regionally-competent Chambers of Commerce; Industry, Craft, and Agriculture (CCIAA - Camere 
di commercio, industria, artigianato e agricoltura), of a special “National Register for School-Work 
Alternation” (→ scuolalavoro.registroimprese.it). 

Nonbinding Agreements 

 

While waiting for the “National Register for Sc hool-Work Alternation” to be fully operative, schools can 
make use of existing partnerships or initiate new ones as allowed by the offers available in the region. It is 
also possible to refer to the nonbinding agreements that MIUR has signed and will continue to sign (list 
available on MIUR website at http://hubmiur.pubblica.istruzione.it/web/istruzione/dg-ifts/protocolli-di-
intesa or at www.alternanzatoscana.blogspot.it).  

Planning 

 

Planning alternation projects, which have a three-year duration, must be included in the Educational 
Offer Plan due to Law no. 107/2015. These contribute to the development of the skills (“proven abilities 
to use – in working and/or study environments or while developing professionally and personally, a 
structured set of knowledge and abilities acquired in the context of formal, non-formal or informal 
learning”) required by the educational, cultural and professional pro�le of the course of study. 
Therefore, in order to plan an alternation project it is useful to: 

· de�ne the skills expected from the experience of alternation, in terms of vocational guidance and 
easy insertion of young people into the employment world;  

· plan the programme to be realised together with the host structure, which must be in accordance 
with the skills, abilities and knowledge to be acquired;  

· prepare the periods of learning in accordance with the planned work experiences, planning the 
development of the knowledge necessary to be guided, to understand and to bene�t the most 
from the new study environment; 
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·

  

sensitise and guide students to re�ect on their expectations regarding the work experience;  

· students to observe the organisational dynamics and relationships among the different subjects 
inside the company or inside the host organisation;  

· share and re-elaborate in the classroom what has been experienced outside the classroom;  
· document the experience (including through the use of ICT);  
· disseminate the results of the experience lived. 

For the purpose of planning, the school can innovate its organisational structure through the creation of 
the Teaching Council divided into Departments and the establishment of a Scienti�c Technical Committee 
in technical and professional institutes. In addition, they can innovate a Scienti�c Committee in high 
schools, in which external stakeholders participate and whose skills belong to the world outside school. 

Planning Times and Methods 

  

· The planning must cover a three-year period. One of the methods of implementation is the 
creation of a virtual company managed by students, which performs a network market activity 
and refers to a real company (Impresa Formativa Simulata, Simulated Educational Enterprise).  

· The periods of school-work alternation can also be carried out at different times than those set by 
the course schedule, for example in the summer, especially in cases where the host structures are 
characterised by seasonal activities.  

· The experience of alternation ends with a joint evaluation of the activity carried out by the 
student, the evaluations also being done by both internal and external tutors.  

· It is important that the experience of school-work alternation is based on guiding students 
towards university education or programmes belonging to the non-academic tertiary system.  

· Student's attendance of the alternation activities must be equivalent to at least three-quarters of 
the total number of hours planned by the project for the purpose of the validity of the course. 
Regarding the necessary conditions to guarantee the validity of the school year for the evaluation 
of pupils, pursuant to article 14, section 7, of Presidential Decree no. 122 of 22 June 2009, and 
according to the indications set out in MIUR circular no. 20 of 4 March 2011, it must be speci�ed 
that: 

a) in the event that the alternation experience takes place during the didactic activities, the 
student’s attendance of the above-mentioned alternation programme must be calculated 
both for the purpose of reaching the minimum attendance limit, equal to at least three-
quarters of the personalised annual timetable, and for the purpose of reaching the total 
number of hours planned by the alternation project; 

b) on the other hand, in the event that the alternation experience takes place entirely or in part 
during the interruption of the teaching activities (for example, during summer months), it is 
always an obligation to respect the minimum attendance limit. The presence of the student 
recorded during the activities at the host structure contributes only to the validity of the 
alternation programme that requires the attendance of at least three-quarters of the total 
number of hours planned by the project, as speci�ed above. 
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Organisation of School-Work Alternation Programmes  

 

The implementation of the programme takes place thanks to special agreements, enacted by a wide 
range of parties (the so-called host structures), which can be represented by: 

· companies and associations representing the interests thereof; 
· Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Craft and Agriculture; 
· public and private bodies, including those of the third sector; 
· professional associations; 
· museums and other public and private institutions operating in the sectors of cultural, artistic and 

musical heritage and activities; 
· institutions that carry out activities related to environmental heritage; 
· sports promotion bodies recognised by CONI. 

The periods of school-work alternation programmes are articulated according to gradual and 
progressive criteria that respect the personal, cultural and professional development of the students in 
relation to their age. 

Requirements of Host Structures 

 

In relation to the professional or otherwise institutional functions and activities realised, the host parties 
must be in possession of: 

a) structural capacities, i.e. an adequate area to allow the implementation of the activities planned 
by the school-work alternation project and, in the case of disabled students, the overcoming or 
removal of any structural barriers; 

b) technological capabilities, i.e. the availability of suitable equipment for the activities planned in 
the project, in compliance with the rules in force concerning veri�cation and technical testing. 
Including the guarantee of an adequate and direct experience of the working process under 
safe conditions for each student; 

c) organisational skills, consisting of adequate professional skills for carrying out the activities; to 
this end, the presence of a tutor appointed by the host structure, also external to the same 
structure, must be guaranteed. S/he must have professional skills and should receive training 
support, with costs charged to the host organisation. 
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Agreements 

 

In each of the agreements signed the conditions for the development of the training programme must 
be clearly de�ned. In particular: 

a) basic identifying details of the school and the host organisation; 
b) nature of the activities that the student is expected to perform during the period of school-work 

alternation within the host structure; 
c) identi�cation of the students involved in the school-work alternation project, as far as both their 

numbers and their �elds of study are concerned; 
d) duration of the individual training programme as far as the total hours of the school-work 

alternation project are concerned; 
e) identi�cation of the representatives of the internal and external bodies to the scholastic 

institution and their relative functional roles (Class Council, Scienti�c Technical 
Committee/Scienti�c Committee, internal or training tutor and external tutor, representatives 
from the employment and professional world); 

f ) information and training on health and safety in the workplace. During these informative 
sessions, the school should specify the activities already performed by the students taking part 
in the alternation project and should issue the relevant certi�cates showing the details of the 
treated contents. In order to be able to identify the modalities and the times of the integrative 
training to be provided by the host structure, according to the speci�c risk pro�le;  

g) any possible economic resources for the realisation of the school-work alternation project; 
h) facilities and know-how made available by the host structure; 
i) duties and responsibilities of school and host structure; 
j) methods for acquiring students’ evaluations on the effectiveness of the training, and the 

consistency of the school-work alternation project with his/her �eld of studies. 

Formative Agreement 

 

This is the document with which the student (identi�ed by name, surname, date of birth, �scal code, 
and scholastic grade) commits to respect certain obligations of the alternation project. This includes, 
respect for people and things, appropriate clothing and language in the working environment, 
observance of the company rules on working hours, hygiene, safety and health, and con�dentiality 
regarding data acquired within the company. The commitment is put in place to achieve the relevant 
skills by the end of the process, carry out the tasks according to the objectives, times and methods 
indicated, following the instructions of the external tutor and the internal tutor and turn to them for any 
need or eventuality. The school, for its part, indicates the learning outcomes expected for the student 
involved in the school-work alternation experience and how they will be evaluated according to the 
various disciplines. 
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Safety Legislation 

 

The scholastic institution is required to verify the safety conditions connected to the organisation of the 
school-work alternation project to guarantee the related prevention and management measures. This 
ensures the conditions for students to be as protected as possible (see the handbook “Gestione del 
sistema sicurezza e cultura della prevenzione nella scuola”, Manual for Managing Safety and the Culture of 
Prevention in Schools, 2013 edition, by INAIL and MIUR) and requesting the risk assessment form from 
the host company. 

To be less burdened with numerous commitments, educational institutions should initiate as many 
collaborations as possible, jointly with the Regional School Offices, through regional agreements with 
the institutions appointed for these purposes, in order to: 

· guarantee health control, if necessary, as referred to in article 41 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008 
and subsequent amendments and additions;  

· insure with INAIL the students involved in the alternation projects against accidents at work and 
occupational diseases, in the cases described in articles 1 and 4 of Presidential Decree no. 1124/65;  

· take out insurance for civil liability towards third parties; insurance coverage must also cover 
activities that may be carried out by students outside the headquarters of the host structure, as 
long as included in the training alternation project;  

· receive an adequate general training on the protection of health and safety in the workplace and, 
where necessary, on health control, in advance from the scholastic or training institution. These are 
general protection measures pursuant to articles 15 and 37, section 1, of Legislative Decree no. 
81/2008 and subsequent amendments and additions as claimed in the State-Regions Agreement 
of 21 December 2011, also for the purpose of recognising the permanent training credit.  

 
The preparatory phase requires a compulsory safety training course with a 4-hour basic module and a 
speci�c training module that can last 4, 8 or 12 hours depending on the classi�cation of the risk sectors 

of the company where the student will carry out his/her training experience. 
 
As far as the provision of speci�c training on risks at work is concerned, in order to reduce the burdens on 
the host structure, it is important to remember that: 

· regional agreements with the subjects and the competent bodies to provide such training can 
be stipulated by the Regional Scholastic Of�ces. Among these competent institutions are INAIL 
and the bodies with equal powers and jurisdiction listed in the State-Regions Agreements of 21 
December 2011 and of 25 July 2012; 

· training courses using e-learning methods can be carried out, also in agreement with the 
existing public platforms regarding general training; 

· more suitable forms of collaboration, integration and �nancial sharing can be promoted, and 
they must be determined during the signing of the agreement.  

In particular, regarding health control as referred to in article 41 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008 and 
subsequent amendments and additions, it is believed appropriate to provide for speci�c agreements so 
that the required obligations are considered ful�lled through a preventive medical examination to be 
carried out by the competent doctor of the educational institution, i.e. the prevention department of the 
Local Health Unit (Azienda Sanitaria Locale – ASL). Such medical examination should: 
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GENERAL TRAINING is up to the school institution topics: concepts of risk, damage, 
prevention, protection, rights and duties of the various corporate parties, supervisory, control 
and assistance bodies. 

No less than 4 hours  
Also with an e-learning methodology 
MIUR/INAIL platform: www.alternanza.miur.gov.it/la-piattaforma_sicurezza.html 
 

SPECIFIC TRAINING is up to the host organisation; if the aforementioned is not able to 
guarantee speci�c training, the organisation can delegate the school to provide for it, 
with a speci�c note in the agreement. Its duration is based upon the classi�cation of the risk 
sectors (ATECO code) 

LOW risk: 4-hour course 
MEDIUM risk: 8-hour course 
HIGH risk: 12-hour course 
 

HEALTH SURVEILLANCE OF STUDENTS is provided only in cases where the risk assessment 
shows that it is necessary/obligatory, in cases where there is exposure to risks of a chemical 
nature (chemical substances and/or preparations), of physical nature (noise, vibrations, 
radiations, electromagnetic �elds) and/or biological nature.  

INAIL, Manuale di gestione del sistema di sicurezza e di prevenzione della scuola (Manual for 
Managing Safety and the Culture of Prevention in Schools), 2013, chapter 13; Legislative Decree no. 
81/2008, articles 2, 41.

·

  

be valid for the entire alternation programme; 
· allow students to carry out their tasks also in different host structures, for the same type of risk. 

If there is no doctor in charge at the school, it should be the responsibility of the company providing 
health surveillance. However, in order not to create excessive burdens that could lead to a reduction in 
the number of companies available to host students, in the agreement schools often underwrite to bear 
the economic burden for the students' health visit. 
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Certi�cates: Training on Safety at Work   

 

The correct preparation of certi�cates is fundamental, both for general training and for the speci�c one, 
because both certi�cates record the acquisition of formative credits that can be employed in the labour 
market (in particular the general training certi�cate counts as a permanent credit). Both certi�cates are 
therefore valuable documents for the future of the students (which the students need to fully 
understand).  Moreover, in case of audits or inspections by supervisory bodies, the copies of the 
certi�cates that the company receives from the school or from the student are the only references on 
which the inspector bases his/her document review.  

 

The student 

Commits to comply with safety regulations and company rules. 

The school tutor 

Detects and reports any situations worthy of attention and related to the student's health and 
safety. 

The company tutor 

Supervises the student within the company 

The Risk Assessment Document 

 

· The Legislative Decree no. 81 of 9 April 2008 fully de�nes the activity and the legal obligation of 
risk assessment as the comprehensive and documented evaluation of all the risks for health and safety 
of workers existing within the organisation in which they perform their activity. 

· The school is obligated to record the information given by the company and any other useful 
information about safety. 
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CHAPTER 4 – COMMUNICATION AND NETWORKING 

Promoting Networking and Communication among Tutors 

 

Supporting education and business co-operation is fundamental in order to establish and implement 
an apprenticeship tutoring system. However, this task is not as easy as it may appear. 

Promoting networking and communication among schools, SMEs and intermediate organisations can: 

· encourage the transfer and sharing of knowledge 
· create long-term partnerships and opportunities 
· prevent the gap between school curricula and labour market’s needs 

Apart from guaranteeing a high quality apprenticeship and work-based learning experiences, closer co-
operation with business helps schools support the development of relevant curricula and approaches 
to teaching and learning that can meet the needs of both students and society. This helps give students 
the right skills and mind-sets for the job market as well as in their personal lives. 

The �rst step in order to establish a strong co-operation among different kinds of organisations is the 
creation of networking occasions and communication tools, taking into consideration the varying 
needs of the interlocutors. Networking represents the �rst step for the exchange among organisations 
and tutors. Indeed, networking applied to the apprenticeship system means forming contacts with 
people working in  different sectors, with different goals and needs. It is necessary to build relationships 
and to identify, create or turning business opportunities into reality. Networking has become essential 
also for schools, as they now require an increasing number of contacts to cover students’ needs for 
work-based learning experiences.  

There are various tools can help schools and SMEs to meet and network. Please �nd below the tools 
that  were developed at regional or national leve l to promote contacts in the �eld of work-based 
learning experiences. 

Tools to Promote Networking among Tutors  

   

The National Register for School-Work Alternation 
(https://scuolalavoro.registroimprese.it/rasl/home), governed by paragraph 41 of article 1 of Law no. 
107/2015 and instituted by Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Crafts and Agriculture in agreement with 
the Ministry of Education, is a tool that aims to connect schools and Italian companies. It is composed 
of: 

a) a public area, where schools and teachers can browse companies and public bodies willing to 
create school-work alternation programmes. Within the register it is possible to check the 
programme, the number of students that can be hosted and the periods of the year in which to 
carry out the programmes; 
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b) a special section for companies to register, referred to in article 2188 of the Italian Civil Code, 
to which companies must be registered in order to engage in school-work alternation 
programmes. This section allows sharing information related to: basic company data, main 
business area, shareholders and other partners, revenue, net worth, websites and partnerships 
with other operators that participate in the alternation programmes. 

The school-work alternation platform ( http://www.istruzione.it/alternanza/) was created to give 
students, schools and host structures a tool to facilitate the management, monitoring and evaluation of 
school-work alternation programmes. It is a space within which the information systems of the Ministry 
are connected with the “National Register  for School-Work Alternation” created by Unioncamere. The 
platform gives schools and host organisations the opportunity to know who partners are, and what 
each does to co-design alternation programmes. Schools can search for the most suitable organisations 
based on geographical location, professional interest, economic activity and programme availability. 
They can also monitor the status of applications and sign agreements in timely manners. 

The platform also makes the “Charter of the Rights and Responsibilities of Students in School-Work 
Alternation” operational. 

The Technical Scienti�c Committee (CTS) or Scienti�c Committee (CS)  are tools that can be used, 
respectively, by technical and professional institutes and high schools (licei). The committes were 
Established by the Regulations for the reorganisation of technical and professional institutes and by the 
Regulations for the reorganisation of high schools, and are composed by teachers, practitioners and 
scienti�c and technological research experts. The CTS/CS represents an important tool to foster 
collaboration and co-planning between the schools and the labour market. Furtermore, it contributes 
to improve the organisational dimension of the schools. In particular, the CTS/CS plays a connecting 
and matching role among the educational objectives of the school, the innovations of scienti�c and 
technological research, the needs of the area and the professional needs of the labour market. The 
CTS/CS can go beyond the boundaries of the single institution and can be supported by another type of 
CTS/CS. Depending on the objectives set, the CTS/CS can assume a broader regional scope adapting to 
the characteristics and production processes of the region (regional CTS/CS). Alternatively, it can lead to 
a structured agreement between several schools (network CTS/CS) modeled on the different 
characteristics of each school within a given region. 

The SMEB database (www.dbSMEB.it) is a tool that facilitates contacts between small- and medium-
sized enterprises and education and training institutions at a regional level aimed at developing school-
work alternation programmes, it also highlights the opportunities offered and sought by the different 
stakeholders. The database was developed as a part of the European SMEB project, especially to foster 
relationships between secondary schools and small- and medium-sized enterprises, for the 
development of school-work alternation projects. However, its impact goes further, as it also includes 
other forms of school-work collaboration like internships, apprenticeships and international mobility 
programmes. 

The database is addressed to: 

· SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED COMPANIES of any productive sector interested in hosting young 
people in school-work alternation programmes, internships, apprenticeships or international 
mobility programmes. 
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·

  

SECONDARY SCHOOLS, TRAINING INSTITUTIONS, UNIVERSITIES and other training organisations 
interested in starting collaborations with small- and medium-sized enterprises to promote 
school-work alternation programmes. 

The SMEB database consists of a public area within to search for organisations (schools or companies) 
and opportunities (offered or sought), and a private-access area which is managed exclusively by 
authorized and speci�cally-trained intermediaries belonging to CEDIT. This area provides support and 
guarantees high quality matching the organisations. These intermediaries are responsible for updating 
the database and managing requests for collaboration, as well as for verifying the relevant 
requirements and starting collaborations. 

The public area dedicated to searching for businesses allows one to: 

· search the listed small- and medium-sized enterprises, identifying them on the basis of: 
geographic location, productive sector and type of previous experience; 

·  browse the data of the listed companies in relation to: business activity (productive sector, 
number of employees), the quality of the company in terms of experience in school-work 
alternation programmes (number of trained company tutors, type of experience), 
accommodation of students with special needs (previous experience, willingness to welcome 
young people with disabilities and learning disorders, presence or absence of structural barriers 
within the company), and internationalization (previous experience and willingness to welcome 
young non-Italian speakers, foreign languages spoken within the company); 

· send an expression of interest to the intermediary organisation that will be responsible for 
promoting relations between organisations. 

The public area dedicated to searching for schools and training institutions allows one to: 

· search the listed schools and training institutions, identifying them on the basis of: geographic 
location, �eld of study and classi�cation; 

· check the  data of listed schools and training institutes according to the �elds of study, student 
pro�les, available opportunities and previous experience; 

· send an expression of interest to the intermediary organisation that will be responsible for 
promoting relations between organisations. 

The public area dedicated to searching for opportunities allows one to: 

· search the listed opportunities currently offered by companies or sought by schools, identifying 
them according to: geographic location, productive sector, requirements, relevant 
competencies and/or �elds of study, and other information useful to identify the characteristics 
of the offer or application; 

· send an expression of interest to the intermediary organisation that is in charge of establishing 
relations between the two organisations, acting as a bridge 
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CHAPTER 5 – OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMEs 

Funding and Incentives for Apprenticeship 

 

In Italy, efforts to encourage small- and medium-sized enterprises are currently underway. These efforts 
vary according to the type of programme (school-work alternation, apprenticeship, traineeship). As for 
school-work alternation, funding opportunities are limited.  

The forms of economic incentives currently active in Italy can be divided into two types: those aimed at 
supporting companies economically, and those that support the company through the provision of 
services (consulting, training) for free. 

The economic incentives to support business tutoring activity are mainly provided by the Chamber of 
Commerce system. The Chamber of Commerce has also be entrusted to grant contributions/vouchers 
to companies that apply to host students within the school-work alternation projects (Law no. 
107/2015) The role of this body is regulated by the current legislation linked to “Orientation to Work 
and Professions” and approved by the Ministry of Economic Development with the Decree of 22 May 
2017.  

In particular, these contributions aim to: 

· encourage the co-planning of schools and companies to increase the quality of school-work 
alternation projects; 

· support the involvement of companies in alternation projects, facilitating their registration in the 
RASL (“National Register for School-Work Alternation”) and contributing, for example, to the 
adaptation of documentation concerning safety in the workplace, as well as the development of 
tools for the evaluation of learning; 

· ensure the training of company tutors who assist students engaged in alternation activities. 

Companies that intend to hire student who formerly took part in the school-work alternation with them 
can receive additional incentives. In fact, a contribution exemption for 3 years is envisaged for 
companies that, within six months from the acquisition of the education quali�cation, hire students 
who have carried out school-work alternation projects or apprenticeships for the same employer. 

There are also other forms of incentives that do not directly support the company with �nancial 
contributions or exemptions, but through the provision of free services such as:  

· training courses about the school-work alternation, �nanced with public funds. These 
targetschool’s and business’ tutors and, in some cases, also to intermediary tutors;  

· consulting services provided by experts for the development of school-work alternation 
programmes, such as that provided by ANPAL (National Agency for Active Labor Policies). This 
complies  with the protocol signed with the Ministry of Education: making ANPAL tutors (labour 
market experts)  available to schools and companies for support.  
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CHAPTER 6 – SPECIAL FOCUS: INCLUSIVE APPRENTICESHIP 

Why Inclusive Apprenticeship?  

To begin with, it is important to agree on a common understanding of what inclusion in schools means, 
especially in the Italian context, where it has a long history of integration. 

In Italy, the development of an inclusive school or “integrazione scolastica” or recently “inclusione 
scolastica” has been an integral policy in schools si nce the 1970s. It is based on a two-fold welcoming 
culture in the common school context both around a person with a disability or learning difficulty and 
on the reciprocal enrichment that allows other students to understand and experience �rst-hand a 
different way of learning. School integration allows the students to share a new understanding of 
education which is underpinned by the principle that by living together, all students can acquire new 
ways of learning and new kinds of knowledge. There are, according to research carried out, a number of 
particularly powerful features of the Italian model. These include: 

· the possibility of refocusing attention on learning rather than on teaching and therefore that of 
grasping the diversity of the students who make up the class rather than the singularity of the 
teacher; 

· co-evolution, which allows us to experience how differences, constraints and disabilities can be a 
resource; 

· the enhancement of social life, in aspects that demand skills in everyday activities such as washing 
or making a bed, which do not have a linear progression but instead a recurring character, typical 
of care activities which occur in the times and spaces of everyday life. These skills are very often 
neglected or taken for granted: it is like building in height (cognitive progression) without having 
a good and wide enough base to rest on. For this reason, “integrazione scolastica” may bring a 
bene�t to everyone: it calls the attention of everyone to the nature of ‘care’ as being a common 
feature of everyday life shared by all members of society. 

Moreover, co-evolution and participation in living together create the prerequisites for enhanced 
development in active adult life, including in working environments. This becomes particularly relevant 
for work-based learning experiences. 

In Italy, as in many other countries, there are laws which differentiate educational learning difficulties 
(bisogni educativi speciali – BES).  There are �ve main categories:   

· Disability (physical, intellectual, other):  In Italy these students have a 104/92 certi�cation. 

· Speci�c Learning Disability (such as dyslexia or dyspraxia): In Italy these are known as Disturbi 
Evoluti Speci�ci including Disturbi Speci�ci dell’Apprendimento – DSA. 

· Intellectual Difficulties: These are known as FIL in Italy. 

· Speci�c Learning/Attention De�cit Disorder (ADD): In Italy this is classi�ed ADHD. 

· Disadvantaged Difficulties (social, cultural, economic, and linguistic). 

As we have seen above, Law no. 107 in Italy makes school-work alternation projects compulsory for all 
secondary school students in Italy. In line with its inclusion and integration policies, the Ministry of 
Education makes no speci�c mention of students with learning difficulties in the aforementioned Law 
no. 107, thus including them as all other students. Only students with 104 certi�cation are exempt from 
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participating in school-work alternation projects. How to deal with placing, supporting, monitoring and 
evaluating students with various disabilities and/or educational learning difficulties is something which 
emerged during the focus groups in the training needs analysis phase. It was particularly, but not 
exclusively, felt by school tutors. 

Evaluation of Inclusive Apprenticeships   

 

Shifting from assessing students by what they know to what they can do and what competences they 
can develop is key to guaranteeing a meaningful work-based experience for students and their hosting 
SMEs. This shift in assessing skills instead of knowledge is not automatic, especially considering that 
different language is used by schools and SMEs in terms of de�ning  skills (basic, key and crosscutting) 
and identifying what skills are necessary for work-based learning experiences.  

Competences are contextualized strategies aimed at solving complex problems.  They are made up of 
knowledge and skills aimed at achieving an objective in a given context. ISFOL, the Italian Institute for 
Developing Professional Training for Workers, uses the following de�nition for describing competences 
strictly linked to individual characteristics:  competences are the ability a person has to activate, manage 
and coordinate single actions within integrated and homogeneous activities that produce a result and 
are identi�able within a speci�c process. The de�nition of competences is, however, used differently by 
schools and enterprises. The latter focuses mainly on basic competences, crosscutting competences 
and technical and professional competences whereas schools focus primarily on key competences, 
basic competences and transversal  competences which contain cognitive, rational, planning and self 
evaluating aspects. Key competences for schools regard communication and integration, ICT skills, 
initiative, lifelong learning and general knowledge. Basic competences focus on languages, science, 
history, maths and technology. Crosscutting skills look at aspects such creativity and innovation in 
being able to manage one’s professional activities, problem solving, understanding complex issues, 
negotiation and adaptability.   

It is compulsory for schools in Italy to foster citizens who are prepared for society when they �nish their 
schooling. The key citizenship skills outlined by the Ministry of Education are: 

· Programming and planning (one’s own activities, time, etc.);  

· Communicating and understanding different messages and concepts of varying complexities 
through various media, and applying different languages (verbal, mathematical, symbolic, etc.) 
and subjects areas; 

· Collaborating and participating (including conflict management and contributing to others’ 
learning);  

· Being responsible and independent; 

· Problem solving; 

· Making connections;  

· Gaining and interpreting information (critical analysis). 
If we focus on the importance of developing these skills, then it becomes easier to �nd a common 
ground, a common language for schools and SMEs, as the skills required by them for students to carry 
out their work-based learning experiences are very much in line with those outlined above as 
citizenship skills. In the documents shared by SMEs to facilitate school-work alternation projects, they 
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According to the Legislative Decree no. 13 of 16th January 2013, De�nition of general rules and 
essential performance levels for the identi�cation and validation of non-formal and informal learning 
and of the minimum standards of service according to the national certi�cation system of competences 
(as provided by article 4, sections 58 and 68, of the Law no. 92 of 28 June 2012), a competence is de�ned 
as  

“proven ability to use, in working or study environments, or in situations of professional and 
personal development, a structured set of knowledge and skills acquired in formal, non-
formal or informal learning contexts”, and it also involves the integration of this knowledge with 
personal and relational (people) skills.  

Basic Competences 

• fundamental tools with which every person can participate in social life, have access to training 
and employment, e.g. the basic mastery of the language, the use of computer science at 
essential levels and at least one foreign language, the use of the fundamental elements of 
economics, law, etc.  

Technical Professional Competences 

• competences related to speci�c activities useful to operate in a speci�c working sector.  

Transversal Competences 

• use of tools that accompany actions, identifying the activation of some present processes, 
whatever the speci�c reference context: 

Diagnostic skills: to understand the characteristics of the environment, the essential features 
of the problems to be faced, the tasks to be carried out, and one's own resources to face 
different situations; 

Relational skills: to maintain a constructive relationship with others and with the social 
environment, from listening to clear communication, from negotiation to the control of 
emotions; 

Ability to cope with problems: to deal with problems and tasks by adopting the most 
appropriate action strategies, from the assumption of responsibilities to the recognition of 
hierarchical roles, from time management to the evaluation of the consequences of actions.  

(ISFOL ,Istituto per lo Sviluppo della Formazione Professionale dei Lavoratori) 

ask students to be able to organise their own work, manage their time and resources, understand and 
communicate various information received, be precise, evaluate their results, etc. Focusing on skill 
development rather than on knowledge becomes even more important when considering monitoring 
school-work alternation projects for students who have a disability or a learning difficulty. It is therefore 
paramount and highly recommended for schools and SMEs to share their reciprocal knowledge as 
regards examining which skills are needed or should be developed to carry out school-work alternation 
projects, and which skills students have and/or could potentially develop. This should not limit the 
welcome possibility of students and SMEs to learn more and develop more skills than planned. Properly 
monitoring and evaluating the process of school-work alternation should also facilitate mutual learning 
and allow for the student and tutors involved to adapt the alternation experience while ongoing if 
needed.  
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CHAPTER 7 – DESIGNING APPRENTICESHIP PROJECTS 

Project Management and Evaluation 

 

In Italy there is currently no given protocol regarding the co-creation of a work-based learning 
experience between schools, the work place and other relevant stakeholders although key national 
documents often mention that a successful practice is one which has involved all the stakeholders 
throughout the process. The design, drafting, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of a work-
based learning experience/apprenticeship should be carried out between a number of people with the 
student at the centre. This process will inevitably also involve different people at certain stages but 
there should be a core group which sets up and facilitates the process together. 

Planning a Work-Based Learning Project 

Co-creating a successful work-based learning experience must include several factors and must be 
grounded and safeguarded in the country’s national laws and strategies. The following process is an 
outline of how a work-based learning experience/apprenticeship can be co-created. It can and should 
be adapted to local contexts in order to guarantee the best possible quality in terms of a learning 
experience for the student but also for SMEs and other involved stakeholders.  

Step 1: Identifying Stakeholders Involved 

The Head Teacher will usually appoint teachers who ar e then responsible for coordinating work-based 
learning/apprenticeships. Together they will then verify who else will be involved. Here is a possible 
checklist: 

At the centre:  

STUDENT  

SCHOOL TUTOR  

CLASS COUNCIL  

HEAD TEACHER  

REPRESENTATIVE AND/OR COORDINATING TEAM     

ANPAL (SECURITY) TUTOR   

STEERING GROUP  

SME TUTOR  

Step 2: Needs Analysis 

Identifying the needs of schools and SME is to be done locally, based on an understanding of what local 
communities can offer/need as well as a mapping of local employment. This needs analysis should be 
partly carried out by schools but also be provided by a number of external bodies through research, 
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reports and official �ndings such as those of the national statistics authority, employment agencies, and 
local authorities.  

Step 3: Matching the Student with a SME or Other Host  

The school and the SMEs should exchange information through some or all of the following tools and 
procedures in order to collaborate:           

· National register of work-based learning/apprenticeships (In Italy, for example, this is the CCIAA); 

· The SMEB Database; 

· Protocols – set up by the Ministry of Education and/or local education authorities (In Italy this can 
be found at: http://alternanzatoscana.blogspot.it/);  

· Agreements with the work sector involved (for example with professional employment categories); 

· Agreements to set up networks between schools and SMEs (and other relevant stakeholders);           

· Strategy agreements (for example, conventions between local authorities and public 
administration in order to coordinate work-based learning experiences/apprenticeships).   

Step 4: Agreements 

All involved stakeholders need to stipulate and sign agreements (SMEs, local authorities, etc) based on 
the documents required to carry out work-based learning experiences/apprenticeships: Work 
Experience Project, School-Workplace Convention, Learning Outcomes, Risk Assessment Document, 
etc. 

Step 5: Skill Development 

Both the school and the SME should work together with the student and other relevant parties where 
needed in order to identify the students’ transversal skills and those which he/she could develop 
through their work-based learning experience. The SME or other hosting workplace could also carry out 
a similar exercise to address what skills/knowledge it could develop through the students’ experience. 
This is often not considered and subsequently not monitored or evaluated by the SME. Being aware of 
how a SME could learn from a students’ work experien ce could enrich the quality of the experience for 
all. The focus in this stage should be on what a student can learn and do and not what a student 
currently knows or does. It is, however, also in this stage that a school should share any important 
information regarding the student, including any relevant speci�c personal issues (for example a recent 
personal bereavement), relevant learning difficulties and/or signi�cant behavior or performance 
characteristics in order to structure the experience accordingly.  

Step 6: Interests 

Both the student via the school tutor and the SME should identify their interests, which is closely linked 
to the previous step. 

Step 7: Co-Drafting the Work-Based Learning Experience/Apprenticeship 

This drafting should be done together by the school tutor, SME tutor and any other relevant 
stakeholders in detail – in terms of aims, learning outcomes, requirements, monitoring, etc. – and 
should be coherent with the skill development and interests addressed in steps 5 and 6.   
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Step 8: Preparatory Visits 

A person from the SME (or other hosting workplace) could visit the school either to introduce the 
company and explain what it does as a means of helping students decide where to carry out their work 
placement or in order to prepare better those students who will be placed there.  

Step 9: Work-Based Learning Experience/Apprenticeship 

The student carries out his/her work placement and is supported by the involved stakeholders, such as 
the school tutor and SME tutor, but also including their family – as the experience is often the �rst time 
a student carries out a work-related activity independently, and this can be daunting. 

Step 10: Monitoring 

The work-based learning experience/apprenticeship should be monitored mainly by the SME tutor but 
also in coordination with the school tutor and any other stakeholders. 

Step 11: Evaluation 

The evaluation of the work-based learning experience/apprenticeship should be carried out by the 
student, the SME tutor, the school tutor and any other relevant stakeholders. It is important to evaluate 
the learning experience in terms of life skills and soft skills (otherwise called transversal or citizenship 
skills). 

Step 12 Follow-Up Activities/Certi�cates 

All the relevant engaged stakeholders are involved in this �nal phase, which concludes the work-based 
learning experience/apprenticeship. 

These 12 steps are an outline of how different stakeholders could co-create/co-design an effective 
work-based learning experience/apprenticeship. Each country will also have its own administrative 
paperwork to include in this process and it is important that all the necessary documents are also 
checked. Schools, SMEs, local authorities and other relevant stakeholders are not always familiar with 
co-designing projects and so it is understandable that these stakeholders may encounter difficulties 
initially. It would be advisable therefore for schools to be able to have access to additional support and 
involve a facilitator or project designer (internal or external), if and when possible, to assist them in 
leading this process until it becomes familiar. Active and participatory methodologies are 
recommended to foster this process of co-creating a work-based learning experience/apprenticeship 
(focus groups, dialogue, work groups, etc.) and it would be advisable to monitor and evaluate the co-
creation process so as to adapt and improve it where necessary.  
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Evaluation of a Work-Based Learning Project 

 

The use of the alternation methodology turns the learning model linked to the individual disciplines 
into a different model, which recognises the value of the skills acquired in an informal and non-formal 
way, allowing their recognition in terms of compet ences and potential educational and training success 
of the student. 

Evaluation is a fundamental element in the quality assessment of the competences acquired, to whose 
construction different contexts (school, workplace) and different subjects (teachers/trainers/students) 
contribute. Therefore, it is important to identify the veri�cation procedures and the evaluation criteria: 

· description of the competences expected to be acquired by the end of the alternation experience; 
· veri�cation of the initial competences;  
· planning of the observation tools and actions (for example, expert examinations, observation 

forms, logbooks); 
· evaluation of the results gained in the intermediate steps; 
· assessment of the �nal competences. 

The �nal results of the evaluation are summarised in the �nal certi�cation. The external training tutor, 
pursuant to article 5 of Legislative Decree no. 77 of 15 April 2005, “... provides the scholastic or 
educational institution with every element that can verify and evaluate the student's activities and the 
effectiveness of the training processes”. The �nal evaluation of the competences acquired, at the end of 
the school year, is carried out by the teachers of the Class Council, taking into account the on-going 
assessment activities realised by the external tutor on the basis of the tools provided.  The assessment 
of the alternation experience is an integral part of the student’s �nal evaluation and affects the level of 
the learning outcomes achieved during the second two-year period and the last year of his/her course 
of study. 

For the State Exam the Commissions prepare the third written test according to the typologies indicated 
in article 2, section 1, letters e) and f), of Ministerial Decree no. 429 of 20 November 2000, also taking 
into account the competences, knowledge and skills acquired by students and certi�ed both by the 
school and by the host structure in the context of the experience gathered within the school-work dual 
system.  

Moreover, the regulations on the reorganisation of professional institutes and technical institutes 
establish that the Examination Commissions can make use of experts from the economic and 
productive world with documented experience in the reference sector. Such indication allows to 
enhance, during the exam interview, the experiences of school-work alternation carried out by the 
student as reiterated in the ministerial orders on the state exam. 

As already stated, according to the result of the state exams, at the end of the three-year course of 
alternation, the scholastic institution certi�es the skills acquired by the student, in the certi�cate issued 
in accordance with article 6 of Presidential Decrees no. 87 and no. 88 of 2010, for professional and 
technical institutes, and in accordance with article 11 of Presidential Decree no. 89 of 2010 for high 
schools, resorting to, when necessary, the template attached to the annual Order on the State Exams 
and indicating the competences acquired during the alternation experience. 
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Waiting for a complete and detailed regulation on the subject within the national educational system, 
the tools already adopted to guarantee the transparency of the training paths and the recognition of 
the competences are: 

· the certi�cation template for the basic knowledge and skills acquired in the performance of the 
educational obligations; 

· the “Citizen's Training Booklet”, where the qualifications obtained and the skills acquired in the 
learning paths are recorded, in addition to the working/professional and training experiences. 

The certi�cation templates, drawn up and �lled in in agreement between school and host structure, 
refer to the minimum requirements for certi�cation as indicated in article 6 of Legislative Decree no. 
13/2013, and must contain the following elements: 

a) addressee’s personal data;  
b) school’s basic details;  
c) references to the type and content of the agreement that has allowed the alternation programme;  
d) acquired competences, indicating, for each one, the reference to the type of school and the �eld 

of study; 
e) data relating to the work contexts in which the project took place, the learning methods and skill 

evaluation; 
f ) the language used at the workplace. 

The certi�cation of the skills developed through the school-work alternation methodology can be 
acquired during the intermediate and �nal grading meetings of the school years included in the second 
two-year period and in the last year of the course of study. In all cases, such certi�cation must be 
acquired by the date of the grading meeting for admission to the state exam and must be included in 
the student's curriculum. 

Good Practices 

 

An example of a best practice on the process of co-design can be found in a programme organized for 
students of an Agricultural College in Florence, which worked together with Confcooperative Toscana (a 
category association of cooperatives and social enterprises) to host 11 classes in the 2016/17 school 
year.  The project idea was initially conceived by Confcooperative Toscana  and then co-drafted and co-
developed with all the necessary stakeholders. Students simulated the setting up of a cooperative to 
manage an organic garden. In addition to the practical work done by students outside their school 
time, many seminars and study visits were organized in agricultural cooperatives. The new cooperative 
(Associazione Cooperativa Scolastica – ACS) actively participated in an Open Day at schools as well as in 
various events organized by the Agricultural College, in local agricultural fairs and other events to talk 
about their two-year project which took place in Florence and Rome. 

Another example that has been very successful is one involving the IPSSEOA Institute “Bernardo 
Buontalenti” and the Gallery of the Academy of Florence. 

The project idea arose from a careful analysis of the Tuscan region – an area with a �ourishing tourism 
economy – and, in particular, from the knowledge of the cultural and artistic resources of the city of 
Florence. 
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On the basis of speci�c and shared objectives, the training project was drawn up. The plan included 
multiple activities, like reception of visitors, information on preserved works of art, communication with 
foreign tourists, which challenged students through educational and professional opportunities 
connected to the students’ own �eld of study. 

The purpose of the project was to enable students to acquire the speci�c skills and competences that 
could be used in the current job market and to foster guidance on future professional choices. 
Particular attention was paid to the students with special needs, through the construction of a 
personalized training programme that foresaw the direct supervision of support teachers. 

Furthermore, the programme also strengthened the so-called “life skills”: the students became more 
open to dialogue and to the relationship with the public, developing autonomy and personal initiative. 

The methodologies employed fostered the involvement of all students and the inclusion of students 
with special needs. Studentsexperimented group work, tutoring, learning-by-doing and the active 
construction of knowledge. 
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CONCLUSION  

THE SMEB TOOLKIT - TRAINING TOOLKIT FOR APPRENTICESHIP TUTORS aims to support the 
establishment of a high-quality tutoring system that can implement apprenticeship systems across 
various regions of Europe, based on experiences in the Erasmus+ project that aimed at sharing 
experiences between regions in Germany, Italy and Bosnia and Herzegovina on the development of 
work-based learning models. It is intended to be a �exible resource that supports existing learning 
programmes or other currently delivered activities and plans speci�c programmes depending on local 
or individual needs in a variety of contexts. It can be an added value and useful tool also for 
experienced trainers/facilitators, with speci�c competences in facilitating work-based learning. 
The focus groups and training sessions carried out with school, intermediary and SME tutors in the 
SMEs on Board project have repeatedly con�rmed that: 
  

· There is a common need to have more information and updates (on laws, regulations, practices, 
suitable placements, etc.) regarding apprenticeships generally and work-based learning 
experiences speci�cally; 

· There is a need to have support throughout all stages of the process; 
· Additional support and greater awareness is needed regarding placing students with various 

forms of disability or special needs, guaranteeing a successful and meaningful work-based 
learning experience; 

· Co-creating a work-based learning experience through collaboration with tutors and other key 
stakeholders is not straightforward; it requires facilitation and skills but it can guarantee greater 
success for the student and all those involved in the process. 

This toolkit serves as a �rst step to provide guidance and concrete answers to these and other needs 
and questions that school, intermediary and SME tutors have. Together with the database which 
enables schools and SMEs to link up and have a more suitable matching in terms of their reciprocal aims 
and objectives, the toolkit is a useful resource for all those involved in organising, implementing and 
evaluating work-based learning experiences. The training toolkit is intended to serve as a hands-on 
guide for supporting apprenticeship tutors to have updated information, clearer indications, a common 
framework, speci�c support and useful references. All this can help guarantee successful work-based 
learning experiences. It can be consulted and used at every stage of the apprenticeship projects and by 
all the relevant stakeholders – especially by school, intermediary and SME tutors, and where possible, 
shared and discussed together so as to �nd a common ground and potential synergies. In addition, this 
toolkit can also be used by trainers, facilitators or other stakeholders to train tutors on apprenticeships 
and/or to facilitate the co-creation of designing, implement and evaluate apprenticeship programmes. 
The toolkit is a document that brings together multiple currently-dispersed information and can be a 
reference point for a number of different stakeholders involved in apprenticeship schemes. It would be 
useful for each country involved to set up a small taskforce that updates the toolkit once a year with any 
relevant changes concerning national or regional laws, procedures, etc., and adds signi�cant examples 
of new case studies and/or best practices which emerge due to the toolkit’s use. It should therefore not 
be considered as a rigid and closed document but as a �exible and live guide that is updated and 
adapted to meet the needs of those who could bene�t from using it. Ultimately, the toolkit is a means 
to move toward a high quality educational and training system that will help people acquire the 
competences  they need to contribute to a smarter, more sustainable and more inclusive European 
society and labour market.  
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  ANNEX 

APPRENTICESHIP FOR QUALIFICATION AND PROFESSIONAL 
DIPLOMA, UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION DIPLOMA AND 

SPECIALISATION CERTIFICATE  

DIPLOMA 

Regional Committee Resolution no. 1408 of 27 December 2016  

What Kind of 
Employment 
Contract Is It? 

 

 

It is an employment contract that allows students to obtain the following 
quali�cations:   

- professional quali�cation; 
- professional diploma; 
- upper secondary education diploma; 
- upper technical specialisation quali�cation (IFTS, Istruzione e Formazione 

Tecnica Superiore, in English Upper Education and Technical Training).  
Upon obtaining the quali�cation/diploma, if the right of withdrawal is not exercised, 
the relationship continues as an ordinary permanent employment contract or turns 
into a professional apprenticeship contract, whose maximum duration of the two 
apprenticeship periods cannot exceed that identi�ed by collective bargaining 
agreements, as provided for in article 42, paragraph 5, Legislative Decree no. 81/2015. 

To Whom Is It 
Addressed? 

Young people at least 15, and not yet 25 years old. 

Which 
Companies Can 
Hire These 
Young People?  

Companies belonging to all economic/productive sectors can hire these young 
people.  Public actors are still waiting for a regulation for the implementation 
modalities.  

How Long 
Does the 
Contract Last? 

The minimum duration is 6 months and the maximum duration is equal to the 
maximum duration of the following programmes: 
- Professional quali�cation - max. 3 years 
- Professional diploma - max. 4 years 
- Upper secondary education diploma - max. 4 years 
- Upper technical specialization quali�cation (IFTS) - max. 1 year 

 

What Are the 
Methods for 
Delivering the 
Training?  

The didactic composition of the training apprenticeship paths is made up of: 
internal training periods, carried out at the employer’s workplace, and external 
training periods, carried out within the training institution. Their division is 
established by the Tuscany Region and it varies according to the different training 
courses.  
 
The total amount of hours for internal and external training corresponds to the 
compulsory amount of hours established for the training courses. 
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Which Are the 
Parties Who 
Will Intervene 
in the Training 
and With 
Which Roles? 

A Training Tutor,  who will have the role of assisting the apprentice in the 
relationship with the training institution, monitoring the progress of the training 
course and intervening in the initial, intermediate and �nal assessment, and a 
Company Tutor , required by law, who should favour the reception and the 
insertion of the apprentice into the company. S/he should also support and assist 
the young student in the internal training and teach him/her the skills necessary for 
carrying out the working activities.  
 
The training tutor and company tutor draw up the Individual Training Plan, 
guarantee the integration between internal and external training, collaborate in 
the compilation of the apprentice’s individual dossier and guarantee the 
recognition of the activities performed and the skills acquired.  

What Are the 
Advantages for 
Apprentices? 

The student has the opportunity to access the labour market with a regular 
employment relationship, to develop professional skills necessary for a speci�c 
profession or business role and to obtain a quali�cation. Enjoying the protection 
system legally required for employers, the student accrues retirement 
contributions and develops professional skills, anticipating his/her entry into the 
labour market.  

What Are the 
Advantages for 
Companies? 

Companies can bene�t from:
- Contribution reductions 
- Pay bene�ts 
In addition, the company has the opportunity to co-plan the apprentice's training 
path based on its own speci�c skill needs and to incorporate into its staff 
individuals with specialised competences who can contribute to increased 
productivity. 

Contribution 
Reductions: 
 

Companies with 9 or fewer employees
- Contribution rate paid by the employer 
  1st year: 3,11%           2nd year: 4,61%         From 3rd year on: 11,61%  
Companies with more than 9 employees 
- Contribution rate paid by the employer: 11,61%  

- Contribution rate paid by the employee: 5,84%  
- Contributions on hours of external training, however unpaid: NONE 

 
TOTAL contribution exemption for new permanent employment contracts or 
transformations.  
100% contribution reduction on a monthly basis is possible for a maximum period 
of 12 months, up to € 3,000 per year. INAIL insurance premiums and contributions 
are excluded. 
The exemption can be requested only for those workers hired within six months 
from the acquisition of a quali�cation, if they have carried out, at the same 
employer, one of the following activities: 
a) school-work alternation activity equal to at least 30% of the total amount of 

hours planned by the scholastic institution for the alternation path;  
b) apprenticeship periods for obtaining a quali�cation and the professional 

diploma, according to article 43 of Ministerial Decree no. 81/2015.  
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Pay Bene�ts: Trainee remuneration is de�ned by the collective bargaining agreement of the 
company and can be: 
- Up to 2 levels lower than that of workers assigned to tasks requiring the 

quali�cation to which the contract is �nalised; 
- Established on a percentage basis with respect to that of the workers assigned 

to tasks requiring the quali�cation to which the contract is �nalised. 
 
In addition, the employer: 
- is exempt from any obligation to pay for the hours of external training (the 

training hours carried out by the scholastic institution) 
- pays to the apprentice a remuneration equal to 10% of what is due for his/her 

hours of internal training.  
- for the apprentice's working hours, a remuneration equal to 100% of that 

provided for by the collective bargaining agreement is recognised 

Funding  
by Tuscany 
Region   
for  
Training 
Institutions 

- Actions of TYPE A: Support for planning a 1st level individual apprenticeship path 
(drafting protocol and Individual Training Plan)  

 Funding for the planning phase: € 2,000 for each contract 
- Actions of TYPE B: Functional tutoring to foster the connection between the skills 

acquired in the course of study and the skills/competences acquired during the 
working activities 

 Funding for tutoring activity: max. € 3,000 per year for each apprentice 

The notice can be consulted on the website of Tuscany Region at the following 
page: 
http://www.regione.toscana.it/-/apprendistato-di-i-livello-bando-per-sostenere-il-
raccordo-formazione-impresa 
 

For Further 
Information 

You can also visit the following website:  
www.anpalservizi.it 
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